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INTRODUCTION 
The  syntax and  the semantics of flowchart algorithms may be  conveniently 
separated. The  syntax of a  flowchart algorithm is the underlying flowchart scheme. 
The  semantics is given by an  interpretation of each symbol appear ing on  the nodes 
of the scheme. One  aspect of this theory is the determination of when two schemes 
have the same “behavior” under  all interpretations. When  “behavior” is interpreted 
in the strongest sense as “performing the same stepwise computations,” the collec- 
tion of equivalence classes of schemes was shown by Elgot [E-MC] to have the 
structure of an  “iterative theory.” The  strong behavior of a  scheme is precisely cap- 
tured by the (labeled, locally ordered, locally finite) tree obtained by “unfolding” 
the scheme in the familiar way. (When the “behavior” of a  scheme F is considered 
to be  the partial input-output function computed by F in each interpretation, 
certain quotients of the trees are the appropriate interpretations.) 
The  collection of labeled schemes and  trees is equipped with the same structure, 
which is preserved by the map  which takes a  scheme F to its strong behavior [F]. 
This structure is simple to describe: starting from the atomic and  “base” schemes, 
using just three operations (composition, tupling, and  iteration), any scheme may 
be  constructed. The  operation of iteration (or “looping”) on  schemes and  trees was 
not defined in all cases in the setup of [E-MC]; for example, consider the scheme 
1  -+ 1  consisting of only an  exit (and the tree which forms its strong behavior). Thus 
the schemes and  trees form a  partial algebra. It was to remedy this situation on  the 
semantic algebras of trees and  other iterative theories that the notion of an  
“iteration” theory was introduced (in [BEW]). Iteration theories are (total) 
algebras with the same operations as iterative theories. 
The  collection of trees which are strong behaviors of schemes may be  given the 
structure of an  iteration theory by completing the iteration operation in an  almost 
arbitrary way. The  collection of iteration theories is the class of all mode ls of the set 
of equations valid in all iteration theories of trees. (See [BEW] for details.) 
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However, the schemes themselves do not have the structure of an iteration theory: 
the looping operation is not total. 
In the present paper, we “complete” the story of iteration theories in the follow- 
ing sense. We define, in an intuitively natural way, a total iteration operation on the 
class of schemes such that the unfolding map F -+ [F] preserves iteration (as well as 
the other operations). We then classify the resulting (many sorted) algebra of 
schemes as a free algebra in a certain equational class K,. In fact, more construc- 
tively, we find a finite set of equational axiom schemes A, for the class K,. 
Secondly, we show that the class K, is the same whether we take the class of 
schemes to be generated by “scalar atomic schemes” (i.e., schemes with one input 
edge and perhaps several output edges) or whether we take the class of schemes to 
be generated by vector atomic schemes (which may have several input, as well as 
output edges). Third, we show that by adding two additional axioms to A,, we 
obtain an axiomatization of the class K of iteration theories themselves. The main 
point here is not the axiomatization of iteration theories (which was found earlier 
by Esik in [Es]). Instead, the merit of the present argument is that it yields an 
effective method of generating a proof in equational logic of any valid equation 
between “iteration terms.” The method also yields a new algorithm to decide 
whether a given equation is valid. 
There has been some previous work of a similar nature. An equational 
axiomatization for the class of reducible schemes was found by Elgot and 
Shepherdson in [ES]. An equational set of axioms for the “D-schemes” (or “while 
schemes”) was given in [JY] and an equational axiomatization was found for their 
strong behaviors in CDT]. 
In order to keep the paper to an appropriate length, we will assume the reader 
has an acquaintance with the treatment of schemes given by Elgot in [E-SP], or by 
Elgot and Shepherdson [ES] and has some familiarity with at least one of the 
papers [E-MC], [BE], [EBT], [BEW], or [Es]. 
1. ALGEBRAS, TERMS AND THEORIES 
All of the algebras we will be considering are N x N-sorted (where N denotes the 
set of nonnegative integers); A(n,p) (or A,,) denotes the underlying set of the 
algebra A of sort (n, p). We will write eitherfe A(n, p) orf: n -+ p, whichever seems 
more convenient. Our algebras are equipped with the following operations and con- 
stants: 
Composition. For each triple n, p, q of nonnegative integers, there is a binary 
operation of “composition” 
: A(n, PI x A( P, 4) --t Ah 4) 
.L gwf.g. 
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Pairing. For each triple n, p, q of nonnegative integers, there is a binary 
operation “pairing” 
( 9 >: A(4 4) x &P, 4) + A(n +P, 4) 
f, g++ (f, s>; 
Constants. For each pair of nonnegative integers i, p with iE [p] = { 1, 2,..., p}, 
~:,ML PI, 
and for each nonnegative integer p, there is a constant 
The class of all Nx N-sorted algebras with the above operations is denoted r,. The 
class T, consists of all T,, algebras enriched by the operation + of iteration, 
described as follows. 
Iteration +: for each pair n, p of nonnegative integers 
+: A@, n +p) + A(n,p) 
f+?f+. 
In any T, algebra A, the element 
(n;)+: 1 -to 
will be abbreviated 1. 
By a “doubly ranked set z”’ we understand a family of pairwise disjoint sets 
Z = (Z(n, p): (n, p) E Nx N). (A “singly ranked set” C is a family L’, of pairwise dis- 
joint sets indexed by N, and we will identify a singly ranked set Z with a doubly 
ranked set L” having Z’( 1, n) = C, and C’(p, q) empty, otherwise.) If A and B are 
doubly ranked sets, a rank-preserving f : A + B is a function which takes an 
element a E A(n, p) to afE B(n, p), for all pairs n, p. From now on, we will usually 
say only that f is a “function A + B” instead of “rank-preserving function,” when A 
and B are ranked sets. 
If K is a class of To or T, algebras and F is an algebra in K, we recall that “F is 
freely generated in K by Z,” more precisely, “freely generated in K by ‘1: .Z -+ F,” 
where q is a (rank-preserving) function if for any (rank-preserving) function f from 
Z to the underlying doubly ranked set of an algebra A E K, then there is a unique 
homomorphism f #: F-, A with q *f # =f: In the case that K is the class of all 
algebras in the class Tip i = 0, 1, the algebra freely generated by .Z in K is denoted 
“Z-TM/’ (its elements will be called “terms”) and the map q will be assumed to be 
an inclusion map. 
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Iff,fzA(n,,p), for i= l,..., k, then we define their “source tupling” 
(fi,.-,fk): n, + ..’ +n, +p 
by association to the left in case that k > 1; if k = 1, (f ) =f; if k = 0, ( ) = 0,. 
Further, for each pair n, p E N x N we define the constant I.,P by 
I.,$ = (1 . 0, )...) 1 . O,), 
where there are n elements in the source tupling. 
Now for each partial function q: [n] -+ [p], (n, p) E N x N, we associate the con- 
stant term 
cpA = (fi ,...,fn>: n + P, 
where for each in [n], 
the distinguished constant term when icp is defined, and 
otherwise. The term corresponding to the identity function [n] + [n] is denoted 
1,. For each n and p, the inclusion and translated inclusion functions K and L are 
defined by 
K: [n] + [n +p] 
ibi 
A: [PI -+ [n +Pl 
ibn+i. 
A term of the form cp* is a “simple base term” (or a “simple total base term,” if q is 
a total function). The term cp* corresponding to the function cp will sometimes be 
written without the superscript *. 
Iffi:q+p,, i= 1,2, are terms, then f,+f2:n, +nz+p1+p2 is an abbreviation 
for (fi * rc,fZ* J.), where the target of both K and 1 is p1 +p2. For n > 2, the term 
fi + **. +fn is defined by association to the left. 
The terms in C-TM, which are built from the constants 7cL, O,, and I using the 
operations of composition and pairing are called partial base terms. (Note that C 
plays no role in the definition of the partial base terms.) Those partial base terms 
which contain no occurrence of the symbol I are called (total) base terms. 
Since Z-TM, is freely generated by q: Z *C-TM,, i=O, 1, iff:n+p is any 
element of L-TM,, f determines a “polynomial function” on each Ti algebra A, 
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in the usual way, where (Z + A) denotes the set of rank-preserving maps from C to 
A. An equation 
t = t’ 
between elements of C-TMj is well formed if, for some pair (n, p), both t and t’ 
belong to C-TM,(n,p). Henceforth, all equations will be assumed well formed. An 
equation t = t’ is valid in an algebra A in Ti if tA = f>. An equation is valid in a class 
K of algebras if it is valid in each algebra in the class. 
We now fix a doubly ranked set C such that for each pair (n, p), the set C(n, p) is 
infinite. The class of “algebraic theories” is defined to be the class of all T, algebras 
A = (An,/,, .> ( >, $9 0,) 
in which the following equations between terms in C-TM, are valid: 
TH,:f.(geh)=(f.g).h, allf: n + p, g: p + q, h: q -b r. 
TH,: 1, *f=f=f* l,, allf:n-+p. 
TH,: (<f,g)=(.L (g,h)), all f: m -+ q, g: n -+ q, h: p + q. 
J-K,: (f,o,>=f= @,,f>, allf:n+p. 
TH,:rri*(f, ,..., f,)=fi,f ,,..., f,: 1 -+p, ie[n]. 
TH6 : (rrf, *A..., rr; *f ) =f, allf:n+q. 
Let TH denote the class of all theories. Clearly, TH has all free algebras. Two 
theories play a special role: the theory F, which is the free algebra in TH freely 
generated by the empty set (i.e., the ranked set all of whose carriers are empty) and 
FL, the theory freely generated by the ranked set C whose only nonempty carrier is 
z 1,OF which is the singleton set {I}. F. is isomorphic to the theory whose 
morphisms n +p are the total functions [n] + [p]; composition in the theory is 
function composition, the constant 7~; is the injection [l] + [p] with value 
i; (f, g) is just source tupling. Similarly, FL is (uniquely) isomorphic to the theory 
of all partial functions [n] --+ [p], for n, p in Nx N where the constant I 
dorresponds to the empty function [l] + [O]. For other examples of theories and 
indications of their use in the semantics of flowchart algorithms the reader should 
see [E-MC]. 
A “preiteration theory” is an algebra in T, which satisfies the identities 
TH,-TH,. Let PRE denote the class of all preiteration theories. 
We now show that for preiteration theories, free algebras are generated by singly 
ranked sets. 
Suppose that C is a doubly ranked set, F is a preiteration theory and that 
q: 2 + F is a (rank-preserving) map. Define the singly ranked set 2 A by 
2; = iJ (Z,,p x [n]: n > 0), 
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and define the function qA: CA + F by 
(0, i) VA = 7c:, . (CTrj), 
PROPOSITION 1.1. For any class K of preiteration theories, F is freely generated 
by n: Z + F iff F is freely generated by n A : C^ -+ F. 
Proof. Let h: F + A be any homomorphism. Then, for rs E C(n, p), n >, 0, 
CT’? = (7cf, . my,..., 71; . ay ), 
and 
anh = (7~;. (on) h,..., 71;. (on) h), 
= ((a, 1) n*h ,..., (o, n) n*h). 
Thus h is determined by its values on the elements a~ iff h is determined by its 
values on the elements (0, i) n*. 
Let K be an arbitrary class of preiteration theories. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If for each singly ranked set C, there is an algebra in K freely 
generated by Z, then for every doubly ranked set C’ there is an algebra in K freely 
generated by C’. 
The following corollary gives a sufficient condition for a set E of identities to be a 
set of axioms for the variety generated by K. (Below, a “scalar equation” is an 
equation between terms 1 +p, for some p.) 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let C be a doubly ranked set and suppose that E is a set of 
equations between elements of C-TM 1, containing the equations TH i-TH,, which are 
valid in K. Then, if any equation between scalar terms in a singly ranked set which is 
valid in K is derivable from E, then all equations valid in K will be derivable from E. 
Thus, to verify that a set E of identities (containing the theory axioms) is an 
axiomatization of the variety of preiteration theories generated by K, it is enough to 
verify that all scalar identities valid in K are derivable from E. 
2. SCHEMES 
In this section, we will use a slight modification of the algebra of schemes that 
was suggested in [ES, Sect. 61, and provide an equational axiomatization for this 
algebra. First, recall that in [E-SP] and elsewhere flowchart schemes were defined 
using “scalar atoms” in a given singly ranked set. We will define schemes with “vec- 
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tor atoms” in a given doubly ranked set C as follows (see [ES], where this 
possibility was suggested): 
A Z-flowchart scheme F: n -+p consists of 
(i) a finite set V of “vertices” and a finite set E of “edges”; a function from V 
to N, DH o@, assigning to each vertex its “component count.” Let V@ denote the 
set of “signed vertices” 
v@ = {(u, i)lu E v, iE [u”]}. 
(When II@  = 1, we identify u and the pair (0, 1)) There is a “source” function E + V 
and a “target” function E --f I/@  (so a directed edge begins at a vertex and ends at 
some component of a vertex); 
(ii) an injective function ex: [p] = {jeN[ 1 <j<p} into the set of vertices of 
outdegree 0: the values of this injection are written ex,,..., ex,; the vertex ex, is the 
‘7th exit vertex.” There is a unique vertex marked I, the “loop vertex,” distinct 
from any exit vertex; The component count of each exit and loop vertex is 1; 
(iii) a function b from [n] to the set V@:, the “begin function”; the value of b 
on ie [n] is written bi or “begin I”‘; 
(iv) a labeling function which associates to each nonexit nonloop vertex u an 
element of Z(n, p), where n = Y@. 
These data are subject to the following requirements: the labeling and source 
functions must be “compatible” in the sense that any nonexit vertex u is the source 
of exactly p edges if the label of u is in L’(n, p), for some n. These p edges are 
ordered so that one may speak of the ith edge with source u. 
Associated with each element CI of C(n, p) is an atomic scheme with p + 2 vertices. 
One may represent such an atomic scheme by the picture in Fig. 2.1. 
We will define operations on the class of Z-schemes making the schemes an 
algebra in T,. The operations of composition and pairing are almost the same as 
those given in [E-SP]; our iteration operation is rather more complicated, due to 
the fact that it is total. (The reader familiar with {BGR] may wonder whether vec- 
FIG. 2.1. u E T(n, p) as an atomic scheme n -+p, 
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tor iteration may be replaced by scalar iteration. Unlike the case with iteration 
theories, vector iteration is necessary in the algebra of schemes. It may be shown 
that the class of schemes generated from the atomic and constant schemes using 
composition, pairing and scalar iteration is a proper subclass of the class of all 
schemes: indeed, each scheme in this class has the property that each cycle has a 
unique initial entry signed vertex. See [BT].) 
Composition. The composite F. G of the schemes F: n +p and G: p -+ q is the 
scheme obtained by identifying the ith exit of F with the ith begin of G, and iden- 
tifying the two loop vertices. The begins of F. G are those of F. 
Pairing. The pairing (F, G ) : n + m -+ p of the schemes F: n -+ p and G: m + p is 
obtained by identifying the loop vertices and corresponding exits of F and G; no 
other vertices are identified; the first n begins are those of F; the last m begins are 
those of G. 
Constants. If ie [p], then r$: 1 -+p is the scheme consisting only of p exit ver- 
tices and a loop vertex; the ith exit vertex is the begin. The scheme 0,: 0 +p is the 
same as 7~6 except for the fact that 0, has no begin vertex. 
Iteration. We might incorrectly define the iterate P : n -+p of the scheme 
F:n+n+p as follows: “identify each of the first n exits ex,,..., ex, of F with the 
corresponding begin; then relabel exit number n + i as exit i, for iE [p].” This 
definition does not make sense when some of the first n exits are themselves begins. 
A correct definition is more complicated. (We have chosen this definition of + so 
that the schemes with no vertex labeled by an element of C form an iteration theory 
isomorphic to the algebra of partial functions [n] + [p], n, p E N.) 
For any scheme R n + n +p, we define a “next vertex function,” 
“: V’” + V’” 
as follows: 
if (u, l)=exj, iE[n], then (0, l)v=begin,v; 
otherwise, (u, i) v = (u, i), 
This definition is recursive, and it may be explained as follows (recall that the com- 
ponent count of an exit is 1): for each exit ex,, ie [n], form an “exit chain” 
exi=e,,e, ,...; if ek=ex,, and begin t is ex, and j< n, then ek+ , = exj; otherwise 
ek + i is not defined, and the exit chain ends. For each i E [n], if it is possible to 
form an exit chain for ex, of infinite length, ex, is called “singular.” (It is the singular 
exits for which the function v is not defined.) If exi is not singular, the exit chain for 
exi ends, with ex, say, because begin t is either a nonexit vertex or an exit with 
index at least n + 1. In this case call begin t( = ex,v) the “target” of the exit chain 
for exi. 
We now define F’+ as follows: for iE [n], attach the edges with target ex, to the 
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loop vertex if exi is singular, and otherwise attach the edges with target ex, to exiv; 
now delete the first n exits of F and relabel exit n +j as exit j, for LIZ [p]. 
For each doubly ranked set Z we have defined a T,-algebra of schemes C-&h, 
where Z-Sch(n, p) is the set of all C-schemes n + p. We will identify isomorphic 
schemes, so that, for example, there is only one scheme 1 + 0 whose only vertex is 
the loop vertex labeled 1. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A term t: n -+p in C-TM 1 is in “scheme normal form” (s.n.f.) if 
t is 
a’ <a+, l,,L,J, 
where CC n + m +p + 1 is a simple total base term, a is a source tupling (a, ,..., ak ) 
and for each iE [k], ai has the form 
where a E Z(r, s), for some r, s and where cp: s + m +p is a partial function 
Csl-+ Em +pl. 
With C fixed, we denote by 1 tl the value of a term t in Z-TM, in the algebra 
Z-Sch under the homomorphism determined by the function which takes 
a E ,Z(n, p) to the atomic scheme a: n --+p. 
The following theorem is due essentially to Elgot. 
THEOREM 2.3 [E-SP, Theorem 3.11. For every C-scheme F n + p there is a 
Z-TM1 term t in s.n.f: such that ) tl = F. 
We want to be able to say when two s.n.f. terms denote the same scheme. In 
order to do so, we need some facts obtained in [ES]. 
Let s be the finite sequence (n,,..., n,) of nonnegative integers and suppose that 
g: [r] + [r] is a permutation. Let n be the sum of the numbers n;. 
DEFINITION 2.4. g # s: [n] + [n] is the permutation which takes a number in 
[n] of the form 
n,+ ... +n,+j, 
where Jo [nk+ 1], to the number x +j, where x is the sum of all numbers nj such 
thatjg<(k+l)g. 
For example, if r = 3, and lg = 3,2g = 1 and 3g = 2, then any number of the form 
j, Jo [n,], maps to n, +n,+j. (We have used the notation g # s introduced in 
[ES], but our permutation is in fact the inverse of what Elgot and Shepherdson 
call g # s. We think that this delinition is slightly easier to decipher than theirs.) In 
[ES] it is proved that g # s is in fact a permutation. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let f=a.(at, l,, I,,p) and f’=a’.(a’+, l,, I,,,) be C-terms 
n +p in s.n.$, where 
a:n +m+p+ 1, 
a’:n +m’+p+ 1 
a= (ol.pl,..., at.pt):m -+m+p 
a’= (a; .p;,..., a~:p;,):m’-+m’+p, 
where cr,~C(r~, s,), pi: si+ m+p, ie [t]; and where a:~C(rj, s:), p:: s:+ m’+p, 
iE [t’]. 
Then 1 f 1 = 1 f’ 1 iff both t = t’ and there is a permutation g of [t] such that 
(i) cr:=oj,, ie [t], 
(ii) p;=~~~.((g#s)--‘+ 1,) 
where s is the sequence (rl,..., r,), and lastly 
(iii) a’=a.((g#s)p’+l,+,). 
Note that (i) implies that rjR = r: and sjg = s:, for ie [t]. 
We omit the tedious proof. 
It will be shown that the scheme algebras themselves are the free algebras in the 
equational class SCH generated by all algebras of the form Z-Sch, as C varies over 
all ranked sets. We use this fact now to prove: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The equational class generated by all scheme algebras is the 
same as the equational class generated by those scheme algebras .Z-Sch, for which C 
is a singly ranked set. 
Proof: Let 2” be a doubly ranked set. We show that there is a singly ranked set 
2 such that Z’-Sch is isomorphic to a subalgebra of C-Sch. Indeed, define 
C, = tJ C’h P), ifp # 1; 
” 
zl = U z’(n, 1)~ iti,, ti2,...}, 
” 
where I$,, II/,,...> is an infinite set of new symbols 1 -+ 1. 
Now we define a function cp: C’ + Z-Sch as follows: for CT E C’(n, p), n # 1, let 
When n= 1, ocp =o. It is easy to see that the induced homomorphism 
cp#: Z’-Sch + Z-Sch is injective. Note that in the case n = 0, ocp = 0, .o. 
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3. AXIOMATIZING SCHEMES 
In this section we give a set of equational axioms whose models are the T, 
algebras in the equational class generated by the algebras Z-Sch, as Z ranges over 
all doubly ranked sets. The axioms are divided into two groups: SC,, axioms for 
the operations not involving + (except for I), and axioms for +, SC,. We let SC 
denote the union of SC, and SC,. The equations are between terms in an 
appropriate term algebra C-TM. The letters f, g, h and k, sometimes with sub- 
scripts, denote atomic terms in C of the appropriate rank. The letters a and p 




(cl (<f,g),h)=.fi (g,h)),f:njp,g:m-rp,h:q4p; 
(d) CL 0,) =f = @,,f >,f: n -+P; 
(e) (fi+f2).(hl,hZ)=(fi.hl,f*.hz),Si:ni-,Pi,h,:Pi-*q 
(0 (f,g).cp=(f.cp,g.cp),f:m~p,g:n~p, cp:p-‘q; 
(is) (51c).(f,g)=(g,f),f:n4p,g:m4~; 
(h) n; * (v,,..., (pp)=(pi9P>“~ ‘pj: l -49jE [PIi 
6) (J$ * cp,..., $*cp)=cp,V:P+q. 
SC,: 
(a) (0, +f I+ =f,f: n -‘p; 
@I (f.(l.+g))+=f+.g,f:n-tn+p,g:p-tq; 
(c) rc.(f,O,+g)+=f+.(g+, l,),f:n-tn+m+p,g:m-tm+p; 
(d) (.f~(l,+O,+l,), O,+g)+=(f+,g+);f:n+n+p, g:m+m+p; 
(e) (f,O,+g)+=(f;O,+,+g+)+,f:n-,n’+m+p,g:m~m+p; 
(0 CA on+m +cP)+= ((f.(l.+ (cp, l,>))+, cP),f:n-rn+m+p, rp:m-p; 
(g) (af+)+=(a+O,)*(f,a+O,+p)+,f:n-,n+m+p, a:m-,n; 
(h) (l.,a>~(f~((ln,a)+lp))t=(f,a+O,+p)t,f:n-,n+m+p, a:m+n; 
(i) (p *f. (p-’ + l,))+ = p *f +, f: n + n +p, p: [n] --t [n] a permutation. 
The proof of the next lemma involves a tedious verification, and is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.1. All identities in SC are valid in each scheme algebra. 
The following lemma is crucial for the axiomatization result. Its proof is in the 
Appendix. In the statement of this Lemma, Z is an arbitrary doubly ranked set. 
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LEMMA3.2. For any C-term f: n + p there is a C-term f ', 
in s.n.$ such that the identity f = f' is provable from SC. 
The next theorem is one of our main results. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zf f =f' is an equation such that (f 1 = ) f' 1 is true in C-Sch, then 
f = f' is provable from SC. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that for C-terms f, f ': n --) p in s.n.f., 
SC+f=f' 
whenever IfI = lf'l. Let f=a. (at, l,, I,,P), and f'=cc'. (a’+, l,, I,,P), with 
a:n-,m+p+l, a:m+m+p,a’:n-,m’+p+l, a’:m’+m’+p. By Lemma 2.5, 
there is a permutation p: [m] -+ [m] such that 
SCOha’=p.a.(p-‘+l,), 
S&k-a’=a.(p-‘+ l,,,). 
BY SC,, (i) 
so that SCI-f=f’. 
SC c a’+ = p. a+, 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f = f’ be an equation between C-terms. The following are 
equivalent. 
(i) f = f’ is valid in C-&h; 
(ii) IfI = If’1 in C-Sch. 
Proof. Clearly (i) implies (ii). Now suppose that (ii) holds, so that f =f’ is 
provable from SC. Hence (using the rule of substitution), 
is provable, for every endomorphism q of the algebra of terms. Now if 
h: Z-TM + Z-Sch is any homomorphism, there is an endomorphism q of Z-TM 
such that for all terms t, th = ) tcp(. Thus, fh = 1 fq ) = 1 f ‘q(, by Lemma 3.1, and 
1 f ‘PI = f ‘h, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.5, Let K denote the class of all algebras in which the equations SC 
are valid. Then Z-Sch is freely generated in K by 
1 l:Z+C-Sch. 
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Proof: Let h: Z-TM --f A be a homomorphism whose target is an algebra A in 
K. Then ker h, the congruence induced on C-Tm by h contains the set of equations 
SC, by definition of K. But then, h factors through 1 I, by Theorem 3.3 
and Corollary 3.4. 
4. ITERATION THEORIES 
In this section, we point out a connection between the axioms given above for the 
algebra of schemes, and a set of axioms for iteration theories. (We recall from 
[BEW] that an iteration theory is a preiteration theory which is a homomorphic 
image of a theory of trees which are the strong behaviors of C-schemes, for some C. 
Thus each iteration theory is also a homomorphic image of a scheme algebra 
Z-Sch.) Let Th denote the set of axioms for theories given in Section 1. 
DEFINITION 4.1. IT is the set of axioms Th + SC, as well as the following two 
axiom schemes: 
IT(a) ~.(f,O,+g)+=g+,f:n-,n+m+p,g:m-tm+p; 
IT(b) (the “commutativity” axioms) 
<nt * P .f * (PI + lJ,..., q. P.f.(P,+l,))+=p.(f.(p+l,))+, 
where f: n + m +p, p: [m] -+ [n] is a total, surjective function, and pi: [m] --) [m] 
are total and satisfy pi. p = p.- 
Remark. IT(a) and SC,(c) together yield 
(f,%+g>+= (ft. <g+, 1,>,g+>. 
IT is a good deal too generous: if ITA denotes IT minus the axioms SC,(d), (e), (f), 
(i), then it can be shown that ITA is equivalent to IT. In fact, IT* is essentially the 
axiom system appearing in [Esl]. Note that Th is strictly stronger than the set of 
axioms SC,, since, for example, one cannot prove from SC0 that 
4.(Lg>=f, where f, g: 1 + 2 are not base schemes. 
Problem. What are the free algebras in the class of preiteration theories satisfy- 
ing Th+SC,? 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Each identity in IT is valid in the class of all iteration theories. 
ProofI Since an iteration theory is a quotient of a theory, all of the axioms Th 
are valid. Since each iteration theory is a quotient of a scheme algebra, all of the 
axioms SC, are valid. It only remains to check the axioms IT(a) and (b). But both 
are easily seen to be valid. 
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In the remainder of this section, we outline a new proof that any identity valid in 
the class of all iteration theories is a consequence of the axioms IT. First, we 
observe that since each term 1 -+p denotes a scheme with one begin, we may call 
such a term “accessible” if each vertex in the corresponding scheme lies on a path 
from the begin. If t is a term of the form 
7~;. a+, where a= (6, ‘p , ,..., a, . p, >: n + n + p (*) 
with each oj E C( 1, rj), and where pj: ‘; + n + p is a partial base term, then we may 
define the “behavior” of each vertex of the corresponding scheme in the obvious 
way, and call such a term ‘reduced if each vertex has a distinct behavior. 
Starting from the scheme normal form, using the additional axioms, we may 
obtain a simpler normal form. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let C be a singly ranked set. A term f: 1 --up in C-TM, is in 
reduced normal form if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) fis rr;, some iE [p]; 
(ii) fis I,,P, for some p; 
(iii) f has the form (*) above with each (TV E C( 1, r,), and where pi: ri --, n fp is 
a simple partial base term. Further, it is required that the scheme denoted by f is 
both accessible and reduced. (Thus, n:. at and n’, * at are strongly equivalent iff 
i=j.) 
Using Lemma 3.2, IT(a) and IT(b), one may prove: 
LEMMA 4.4. For each C-TM, term f: 1 +p there is a term g in reduced normal 
form such that ITFf = g. 
The following fact was proved in [E177]. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f and f’ be terms in reduced normal form 13 p. If f = f’ is valid 
in all iteration theories, then either f is f’ or 
f=xb.(a,.Pl,...,o;P,)+, 
f’=nj,.(a;.p;,...,o:,.p:,)+, 
where n = m and there is a bijection g: [m] + [m] with 
dg=ak, P;g=Pk.W+ 1,), all ke [ml, 
j=i(g-‘+ lP). 
Using these facts, we now prove: 
THEOREM 4.6. IT is a base of identities for iteration theories. 
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Proof: One part of the proof is given by Proposition 4.2. Now assume that 
f=f’ is an identity valid in all iteration theories. By Lemma 4.4, we may assume 
that f and f’ are both in reduced normal form. By Lemma 4.5 and SC,(i), 
IT+f=f’, completing the proof. 
APPENDIX 
We now give the proof of Lemma 3.2, that every term is provably equal to one in 
s.n.f. from the axioms SC. For the reader’s convenience, we repeat the axioms here. 
SC, : 
(a) (f.g).h=f,(g.h),f:n-rp, g:p-q, h:q-,r; 
(b) l,,.f=f=f. l,,f: n +p; 





(h) 71; * (cp, ,..., (pp)=(Pi,P>“, cPj:1+q9jECPIi 
(i) <nL * cp,..., x;-p)=cp, cp:p+q. 
SC,: 
(a) (0, +f I+ =f,f: n -pi 
(b) (f.(l.+g))+=f+.g,f:n~n+p,g:p-,q; 
(c) ~.((f,O,+g)+=f+.(g+, l,),f:n+n+m+p,g:m-,m+p; 
(d) (f~(ln+Om+lp),On+g)+=(ft,gt);f:n-n+p,g:m-,m+p; 
(e) (f,O,+g)+=(f,O,+,+g+)+,f:n-tn+m+p,g:m-*m+p; 
(f) (fiOn+m +q)+= ((f.(l.+ (cp, l,)))+ycP),f:n~fi+m+p, wm-rp; 
(g) (af+)+=(a+O ).(.La+O m+p)+,f:n4n+m+p,a:m-n; 
(h) <l,,,a)~(f~((ml,,,a)+l,))t=(f,a+O,.+~)t,f:n~n+m+p, a:m-n; 
(i) (p.f.(p-‘+l,))+=p.f+,f:n*n+p,p: [n]-[n] a permutation. 
Remark 1. If cp and cp’ are terms formed from the constants 7~: and 0, using 
composition, tupling and dagger which denote the same partial function [n] + [p], 
then the identity cp = cp’ is provable from SC. The iteration theory of partial 
functions is defined in [BEW, II, 3.8.11. Indeed, one can prove by induction on the 
structure of each such term cp, there is a simple partial base term cp’ such that 
SC-(p = cp’. The only nontrivial case is to show, assuming that cp: n --* n +p is a 
simple pbt, then one can find a simple pbt cp’ such that SC-cpt = cp’. The argument 
is by induction on n. In the case n =O, use SC,(z) (when p=O) to show 
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SC +‘p =O,, and also SC,,+0, =O,+O,. Thus, by SC, (a), SC-q+ =O,. In the 
case n = 1, there are three cases: cp = ni +P, cp = xi:;, for some i> 0, and 
cp=l-o,+p In the first case, we use SC,(b); in the second and third, SC,(a). In 
the induction step, one uses SCl(i) and SC1(d) (f) and (h). We omit the remaining 
details. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any C-term f: n -*p there is a C-term f', 
f'=@.(a+, I,, I,,,) 
in s.n.f such that the identity f = f' is provable from SC, and SC,. 
Proof. In our argument, we will make use of an intermediate normal form for 
terms. 
DEFINITION. A term t is in (weak) normal form if 
t = a. a+, 
where a: [n] --) [m] is a total function and a is a source tupling 
a = (a ,,..., a,): m --* m +p, 
where for each iE [s], ai has either of the forms 
0.p or cp (*I 
for some a~Z(r, q) and some total functions p: [q] + [m +p], and cp: [l] - 
[m +p]. Below, we will refer to terms having one of the forms (*) as “primitive” 
terms. 
Claim. For every term f: n -, p there is a term a. at in normal form such that 
SC +,f= a . a+. 
Proof: By induction on the structure of the termf: 
Case 1. f is aEC(n,p). 
Then SC&f= (0, + o)+ and SCb(O, + o)+ = 1; (a. (0, + l,))+. Thus, 
SC+f= 1; (a.(On+ 1&J>+. 
We now apply SC,,, ending Case 1. 
Case 2. f is n6, for some i and p. 
Then SC,, (a)+f = (0, + zk)‘. But since SC,+--(0, + I$,)’ = 1 1. (zf z;)+, we have 
So-f= l&r;=;)+. 
Case 3. f is 0,. In this case one shows that SC&f = 1,. Opt. 
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Case 4. f is fi *f2, where fi : n + q and f2: q +p. By the induction hypothesis, 
there are ~1~: [n] + Cm,], b,: m, -‘m,+q and a2:[q]+[m2] and b2:m2+ 
m, +p such that for i = 1 and 2, 
SC--~ = ai. bit. 
Let b= (b,. (lml +cr,+O,), Oml +b,): m, +m, +rn, +m, +p. We need the follow- 
ing fact. 
Fact. SCr-(l.+O,).(f~(l.+h+O,),O,+g)t=ft.h.gt, for any f:n+ 
n+m, g:p+p+q and h:m+p. 
We omit the short proof, which uses SC,, (b), (c) and SC,. Using this fact. We 
get 
One may show, using the Remark above and SC&( f ), that there is a term 
a = (a, ,..., a,):mI+m2-tm,+m2+p 
such that S&t-a= b, and each a, is primitive. But clearly then, 
sc+-,*f2=(al+%l,). at, the proof of Case 4 is complete. 
Case 5. fis (fI,f2). Omitted. 
Case 6. f is fi +, where fi : n + n +p. By the induction hypothesis, there is a term 
in normal form, a,. bt, where rxr: [n]+ [m] and b:m+m+n+p such that 
SCt-fl = a,. bt. By SC,(g), 
SCI-f,+=(aI+O,)~(b,al+O,+, )+. Thus this case is completed by SCO. The 
claim is established. 
End of Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let f=/?. (b ,,..., b,)+, with /?: [n]j [ml, 
(b I,..., 6,): m + m +p, and for each iE [t], bi is primitive. By the permutation 
identity SC,(i), we may assume that for some kE [t], 
bi = (T; . p, for iE [k] 
and 
bi=?li,+p for i > k. 
By SC,(h), we may further assume that when 
b = # I m+P and ji=se [m] 
then 
b, = TC$+, withj, E [ml, 
so that j, > k. 
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Let c=(bl,...,bk):r+m+p, (~~=(b~+~,...,b,):m-r+m+p. Then 
SC,I-(p, =O,+ cp, for some total function cp: [m-r] -+ [(m-r) +p]. By SC,(e) 
and the Remark 1, 
SC~(C,(Po)+=(C,O,+~+))+=(C,O,+P)+, 
for some partial function p: [m - r] + [p]. By SC,(f), 
sc~<dL+P)+= ((c.(l,-,+ (P, l,>))+, P). 
Thus, for some simple total base term 6, 
sc~(c,o,+p)+=(l,+~).(c.(l,~,+ (P, Jm+, l,, 11,/l), 
and hence 
SC~f=B.(l,+S).(c.(l,-,+ (P, l&J))+, l,, L,,). 
Put c1= /?. (1, + 6). Since one may easily find a tupling of primitive terms a such 
that 
SC+c.(l,-,+ (p, l,))=a, 
and such that 
is in s.n.f.. we have shown that 
sct--f=cr. <a+, l,, l,,p), 
and the proof is complete. 
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